Tour de force
Chris de Bode
The 53rd Vuelta a Colombia took place against
a backdrop of civil war and violence. The
bicycle race is guarded along its entire route
by heavily armed Colombian soldiers as it
crosses provinces controlled variously by the
Revolutionary Army of Colombia (FARC), the
National Liberation Army (ELN) and the
Paramilitaries (AUC). The constant military
presence failed to prevent the kidnapping of
one competitor who was lucky to escape a few
days later. As if that wasn't challenging
enough the cylists face climbs which are
steeper and higher than any on the Tour de
France.
The 2003 Tour slogan came tinged with irony
- 'Viva Colombia - travel through your country'
- a dangerous undertaking for any citizen in a
country where the levels of kidnapping and
extra judicial killing are the highest in the
world.
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Competitors in the Vuelta a Colombia
flash past a spectating family.
Political graffiti on the wall behind.
The 53rd Vuelta a Colombia took
place against a backdrop of civil war
and violence. The bicycle race is
guarded along its entire route by
heavily armed Colombian soldiers as
it crosses provinces controlled
variously by the Revolutionary Army
of Colombia (FARC), the National
Liberation Army (ELN) and the
Paramilitaries (AUC). The constant
military presence failed to prevent the
kidnapping of one competitor who
was lucky to escape a few days later.
As if that wasn't challenging enough
the cyclists face climbs which are
steeper and higher than any on the
Tour de France. Last year's Tour
slogan came tinged with irony - 'Viva
Colombia - travel through your
country' - a dangerous undertaking
for any citizen in a country where the
levels of kidnapping and extra judicial
killing are the highest in the world.
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Cyclists on a mountain stage in the
Vuelta a Colombia. The 53rd Vuelta a
Colombia took place against a
backdrop of civil war and violence.
The bicycle race is guarded along its
entire route by heavily armed
Colombian soldiers as it crosses
provinces controlled variously by the
Revolutionary Army of Colombia
(FARC), the National Liberation Army
(ELN) and the Paramilitaries (AUC).
The constant military presence failed
to prevent the kidnapping of one
competitor who was lucky to escape
a few days later. As if that wasn't
challenging enough the cyclists face
climbs which are steeper and higher
than any on the Tour de France. Last
year's Tour slogan came tinged with
irony - 'Viva Colombia - travel
through your country' - a dangerous
undertaking for any citizen in a
country where the levels of
kidnapping and extra judicial killing
are the highest in the world.
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Indigenous family watch the Vuelta a
Colombia pass by on the highest
point of the Tour at 3125 metres,
1000 metres higher than any point in
the Tour de France. The 53rd Vuelta a
Colombia took place against a
backdrop of civil war and violence.
The bicycle race is guarded along its
entire route by heavily armed
Colombian soldiers as it crosses
provinces controlled variously by the
Revolutionary Army of Colombia
(FARC), the National Liberation Army
(ELN) and the Paramilitaries (AUC).
The constant military presence failed
to prevent the kidnapping of one
competitor who was lucky to escape
a few days later. As if that wasn't
challenging enough the cyclists face
climbs which are steeper and higher
than any on the Tour de France. Last
year's Tour slogan came tinged with
irony - 'Viva Colombia - travel
through your country' - a dangerous
undertaking for any citizen in a
country where the levels of
kidnapping and extra judicial killing
are the highest in the world.
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An armed escort accompanies
competitors on a mountain stage in
the Veulta a Colombia. The 53rd
Vuelta a Colombia took place against
a backdrop of civil war and violence.
The bicycle race is guarded along its
entire route by heavily armed
Colombian soldiers as it crosses
provinces controlled variously by the
Revolutionary Army of Colombia
(FARC), the National Liberation Army
(ELN) and the Paramilitaries (AUC).
The constant military presence failed
to prevent the kidnapping of one
competitor who was lucky to escape
a few days later. As if that wasn't
challenging enough the cyclists face
climbs which are steeper and higher
than any on the Tour de France. Last
year's Tour slogan came tinged with
irony - 'Viva Colombia - travel
through your country' - a dangerous
undertaking for any citizen in a
country where the levels of
kidnapping and extra judicial killing
are the highest in the world.
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Competitor in the Vuelta de Colombia
passing a soldier and a tank guarding
the route of the Tour. The 53rd Vuelta
a Colombia took place against a
backdrop of civil war and violence.
The bicycle race is guarded along its
entire route by heavily armed
Colombian soldiers as it crosses
provinces controlled variously by the
Revolutionary Army of Colombia
(FARC), the National Liberation Army
(ELN) and the Paramilitaries (AUC).
The constant military presence failed
to prevent the kidnapping of one
competitor who was lucky to escape
a few days later. As if that wasn't
challenging enough the cyclists face
climbs which are steeper and higher
than any on the Tour de France. Last
year's Tour slogan came tinged with
irony - 'Viva Colombia - travel
through your country' - a dangerous
undertaking for any citizen in a
country where the levels of
kidnapping and extra judicial killing
are the highest in the world.
© Chris de Bode
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Soldiers and spectators watching the
53rd Vuelta a Colombia, which took
place against a backdrop of civil war
and violence. The bicycle race is
guarded along its entire route by
heavily armed Colombian soldiers as
it crosses provinces controlled
variously by the Revolutionary Army
of Colombia (FARC), the National
Liberation Army (ELN) and the
Paramilitaries (AUC). The constant
military presence failed to prevent the
kidnapping of one competitor who
was lucky to escape a few days later.
As if that wasn't challenging enough
the cyclists face climbs which are
steeper and higher than any on the
Tour de France. Last year's Tour
slogan came tinged with irony - 'Viva
Colombia - travel through your
country' - a dangerous undertaking
for any citizen in a country where the
levels of kidnapping and extra judicial
killing are the highest in the world.
© Chris de Bode
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An old competitor who no longer
competes but still follows every stage
of the Vuelta a Colombia on his
bicycle. The 53rd Vuelta a Colombia
took place against a backdrop of civil
war and violence. The bicycle race is
guarded along its entire route by
heavily armed Colombian soldiers as
it crosses provinces controlled
variously by the Revolutionary Army
of Colombia (FARC), the National
Liberation Army (ELN) and the
Paramilitaries (AUC). The constant
military presence failed to prevent the
kidnapping of one competitor who
was lucky to escape a few days later.
As if that wasn't challenging enough
the cyclists face climbs which are
steeper and higher than any on the
Tour de France. Last year's Tour
slogan came tinged with irony - 'Viva
Colombia - travel through your
country' - a dangerous undertaking
for any citizen in a country where the
levels of kidnapping and extra judicial
killing are the highest in the world.
© Chris de Bode
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Soldier at the start of a stage in the
Vuelta a Colombia. The 53rd Vuelta a
Colombia took place against a
backdrop of civil war and violence.
The bicycle race is guarded along its
entire route by heavily armed
Colombian soldiers as it crosses
provinces controlled variously by the
Revolutionary Army of Colombia
(FARC), the National Liberation Army
(ELN) and the Paramilitaries (AUC).
The constant military presence failed
to prevent the kidnapping of one
competitor who was lucky to escape
a few days later. As if that wasn't
challenging enough the cyclists face
climbs which are steeper and higher
than any on the Tour de France. Last
year's Tour slogan came tinged with
irony - 'Viva Colombia - travel
through your country' - a dangerous
undertaking for any citizen in a
country where the levels of
kidnapping and extra judicial killing
are the highest in the world.
© Chris de Bode
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Cyclists and locals waiting before the
start of a stage in the Vuelta a
Colombia. The 53rd Vuelta a
Colombia took place against a
backdrop of civil war and violence.
The bicycle race is guarded along its
entire route by heavily armed
Colombian soldiers as it crosses
provinces controlled variously by the
Revolutionary Army of Colombia
(FARC), the National Liberation Army
(ELN) and the Paramilitaries (AUC).
The constant military presence failed
to prevent the kidnapping of one
competitor who was lucky to escape
a few days later. As if that wasn't
challenging enough the cyclists face
climbs which are steeper and higher
than any on the Tour de France. Last
year's Tour slogan came tinged with
irony - 'Viva Colombia - travel
through your country' - a dangerous
undertaking for any citizen in a
country where the levels of
kidnapping and extra judicial killing
are the highest in the world.
© Chris de Bode
Ref:CDB00078COL
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Man selling limes along the route of a
stage in the Vuelta a Colombia. The
53rd Vuelta a Colombia took place
against a backdrop of civil war and
violence. The bicycle race is guarded
along its entire route by heavily armed
Colombian soldiers as it crosses
provinces controlled variously by the
Revolutionary Army of Colombia
(FARC), the National Liberation Army
(ELN) and the Paramilitaries (AUC).
The constant military presence failed
to prevent the kidnapping of one
competitor who was lucky to escape
a few days later. As if that wasn't
challenging enough the cyclists face
climbs which are steeper and higher
than any on the Tour de France. Last
year's Tour slogan came tinged with
irony - 'Viva Colombia - travel
through your country' - a dangerous
undertaking for any citizen in a
country where the levels of
kidnapping and extra judicial killing
are the highest in the world.
© Chris de Bode
Ref:CDB00089COL
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At the start of a time trial stage on the
Vuelta a Colombia. The 53rd Vuelta a
Colombia took place against a
backdrop of civil war and violence.
The bicycle race is guarded along its
entire route by heavily armed
Colombian soldiers as it crosses
provinces controlled variously by the
Revolutionary Army of Colombia
(FARC), the National Liberation Army
(ELN) and the Paramilitaries (AUC).
The constant military presence failed
to prevent the kidnapping of one
competitor who was lucky to escape
a few days later. As if that wasn't
challenging enough the cylists face
climbs which are steeper and higher
than any on the Tour de France. Last
year's Tour slogan came tinged with
irony - 'Viva Colombia - travel
through your country' - a dangerous
undertaking for any citizen in a
country where the levels of
kidnapping and extra judicial killing
are the highest in the world.
© Chris de Bode
Ref:CDB00101COL
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A man hold up placards welcoming
the Vuelta a Colombia to Sincelejo
and advertising local stores. The 53rd
Vuelta a Colombia took place against
a backdrop of civil war and violence.
The bicycle race is guarded along its
entire route by heavily armed
Colombian soldiers as it crosses
provinces controlled variously by the
Revolutionary Army of Colombia
(FARC), the National Liberation Army
(ELN) and the Paramilitaries (AUC).
The constant military presence failed
to prevent the kidnapping of one
competitor who was lucky to escape
a few days later. As if that wasn't
challenging enough the cyclists face
climbs which are steeper and higher
than any on the Tour de France. Last
year's Tour slogan came tinged with
irony - 'Viva Colombia - travel
through your country' - a dangerous
undertaking for any citizen in a
country where the levels of
kidnapping and extra judicial killing
are the highest in the world.
© Chris de Bode
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Bicycles before a stage of the Vuelta
a Colombia. The 53rd Vuelta a
Colombia took place against a
backdrop of civil war and violence.
The bicycle race is guarded along its
entire route by heavily armed
Colombian soldiers as it crosses
provinces controlled variously by the
Revolutionary Army of Colombia
(FARC), the National Liberation Army
(ELN) and the Paramilitaries (AUC).
The constant military presence failed
to prevent the kidnapping of one
competitor who was lucky to escape
a few days later. As if that wasn't
challenging enough the cyclists face
climbs which are steeper and higher
than any on the Tour de France. Last
year's Tour slogan came tinged with
irony - 'Viva Colombia - travel
through your country' - a dangerous
undertaking for any citizen in a
country where the levels of
kidnapping and extra judicial killing
are the highest in the world.
© Chris de Bode
Ref:CDB00084COL
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Cyclist Ferney de Jesus Naranjo, who
was kidnapped by guerillas one
evening between stages of the Vuelta
a Colombia. After a few days in
captivity he managed to escape. The
53rd Vuelta a Colombia took place
against a backdrop of civil war and
violence. The bicycle race is guarded
along its entire route by heavily armed
Colombian soldiers as it crosses
provinces controlled variously by the
Revolutionary Army of Colombia
(FARC), the National Liberation Army
(ELN) and the Paramilitaries (AUC). As
if that wasn't challenging enough the
cyclists face climbs which are steeper
and higher than any on the Tour de
France. Last year's Tour slogan came
tinged with irony - 'Viva Colombia travel through your country' - a
dangerous undertaking for any citizen
in a country where the levels of
kidnapping and extra judicial killing
are the highest in the world.
© Chris de Bode
Ref:CDB00108COL
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A competitor in the Vuelta a Colombia
talking to a female admirer. The 53rd
Vuelta a Colombia took place against
a backdrop of civil war and violence.
The bicycle race is guarded along its
entire route by heavily armed
Colombian soldiers as it crosses
provinces controlled variously by the
Revolutionary Army of Colombia
(FARC), the National Liberation Army
(ELN) and the Paramilitaries (AUC).
The constant military presence failed
to prevent the kidnapping of one
competitor who was lucky to escape
a few days later. As if that wasn't
challenging enough the cyclists face
climbs which are steeper and higher
than any on the Tour de France. Last
year's Tour slogan came tinged with
irony - 'Viva Colombia - travel
through your country' - a dangerous
undertaking for any citizen in a
country where the levels of
kidnapping and extra judicial killing
are the highest in the world.
© Chris de Bode
Ref:CDB00081COL
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Cyclist praying in church before the
start of a stage in the Vuelta a
Colombia. The 53rd Vuelta a
Colombia took place against a
backdrop of civil war and violence.
The bicycle race is guarded along its
entire route by heavily armed
Colombian soldiers as it crosses
provinces controlled variously by the
Revolutionary Army of Colombia
(FARC), the National Liberation Army
(ELN) and the Paramilitaries (AUC).
The constant military presence failed
to prevent the kidnapping of one
competitor who was lucky to escape
a few days later. As if that wasn't
challenging enough the cyclists face
climbs which are steeper and higher
than any on the Tour de France. Last
year's Tour slogan came tinged with
irony - 'Viva Colombia - travel
through your country' - a dangerous
undertaking for any citizen in a
country where the levels of
kidnapping and extra judicial killing
are the highest in the world.
© Chris de Bode
Ref:CDB00079COL
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Sheltering from the pouring rain
before the start of the Cartagena
stage. The 53rd Vuelta a Colombia
took place against a backdrop of civil
war and violence. The bicycle race is
guarded along its entire route by
heavily armed Colombian soldiers as
it crosses provinces controlled
variously by the Revolutionary Army
of Colombia (FARC), the National
Liberation Army (ELN) and the
Paramilitaries (AUC). The constant
military presence failed to prevent the
kidnapping of one competitor who
was lucky to escape a few days later.
As if that wasn't challenging enough
the cyclists face climbs which are
steeper and higher than any on the
Tour de France. Last year's Tour
slogan came tinged with irony - 'Viva
Colombia - travel through your
country' - a dangerous undertaking
for any citizen in a country where the
levels of kidnapping and extra judicial
killing are the highest in the world.
© Chris de Bode
Ref:CDB00070COL
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Cyclists on the final stage of the
Vuelta a Colombia on a motorway in
the centre of Cali. The 53rd Vuelta a
Colombia took place against a
backdrop of civil war and violence.
The bicycle race is guarded along its
entire route by heavily armed
Colombian soldiers as it crosses
provinces controlled variously by the
Revolutionary Army of Colombia
(FARC), the National Liberation Army
(ELN) and the Paramilitaries (AUC).
The constant military presence failed
to prevent the kidnapping of one
competitor who was lucky to escape
a few days later. As if that wasn't
challenging enough the cyclists face
climbs which are steeper and higher
than any on the Tour de France. Last
year's Tour slogan came tinged with
irony - 'Viva Colombia - travel
through your country' - a dangerous
undertaking for any citizen in a
country where the levels of
kidnapping and extra judicial killing
are the highest in the world.
© Chris de Bode
Ref:CDB00097COL
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Unnaturally developed muscles on
the legs of a stage winner in the
Vuelta a Colombia. The 53rd Vuelta a
Colombia took place against a
backdrop of civil war and violence.
The bicycle race is guarded along its
entire route by heavily armed
Colombian soldiers as it crosses
provinces controlled variously by the
Revolutionary Army of Colombia
(FARC), the National Liberation Army
(ELN) and the Paramilitaries (AUC).
The constant military presence failed
to prevent the kidnapping of one
competitor who was lucky to escape
a few days later. As if that wasn't
challenging enough the cyclists face
climbs which are steeper and higher
than any on the Tour de France. Last
year's Tour slogan came tinged with
irony - 'Viva Colombia - travel through
your country' - a dangerous
undertaking for any citizen in a
country where the levels of
kidnapping and extra judicial killing
are the highest in the world.
© Chris de Bode
Ref:CDB00099COL
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A boy gets the autograph of a
competitor in the Vuelta a Colombia.
The 53rd Vuelta a Colombia took
place against a backdrop of civil war
and violence. The bicycle race is
guarded along its entire route by
heavily armed Colombian soldiers as
it crosses provinces controlled by the
Revolutionary Army of Colombia
(FARC), the National Liberation Army
(ELN) and the Paramilitaries (AUC).
The constant military presence failed
to prevent the kidnapping of one
competitor who was lucky to escape
a few days later. As if that wasn't
challenging enough, the cyclists face
climbs that are steeper and higher
than any on the Tour de France. Last
year's Tour slogan came tinged with
irony - 'Viva Colombia - travel
through your country' - a dangerous
undertaking for any citizen in a
country where the levels of
kidnapping and extrajudicial killing
are the highest in the world.
© Chris de Bode
Ref:CDB00094COL
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